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ABSTRACT 
      Venezuela is confronting a political and an economic emergency under the tyrant principle of 
President Nicolás Maduro, who has kept a strong control over the political resistance as of late, which has led 
to a shortage of nourishment, drug, fundamental staples and breaking down living conditions (Nelson, 2018),  
Venezuela is a noteworthy oil maker and exporter. The 2014 accident in oil costs, joined by long periods of 
financial blunder has hit Venezuela's economy hard. Notwithstanding having one of the biggest oil saves in 
the world, Venezuela's oil generation is declining and power and water shortages have gone on for quite a 
long time in specific regions of the nation. Hyperinflation, the result of a monumental government fumble, 
has kept on draining Venezuelan compensations and reserve funds. Venezuela’s economy has contracted by 
35 percent since 2013. Learning lessons from Venezuela’s crisis, this paper gives suggestions for developing 
economies to keep a check on corruption, while also building a trustworthy, non-interfering and conducive 
atmosphere by the government with effective management of the county’s domestic and foreign reserves 
keeping in mind the long run goals.  
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INTRODUCTION 

As late as the mid-1990s, Venezuela's steady popular government and generally an elevated 
requirement of living were the envy of Latin America. The decision of Hugo Chavez as president in 1999 
denoted the beginning of years of single-party rule, with Chavez's successor, Nicolas Maduro, combining the 
grasp of Chavez's Socialist Party over the Venezuelan state. Sponsored by rising oil costs and the world's 
biggest demonstrated raw petroleum saves, Chavez increased use of social projects and foundation while 
expanding state power over the economy. On Chavez's watch, private venture wilted, leaving the 
Venezuelan economy dependent on imports to meet essential sustenance, dress and prescription needs. 
Wild state spending and the swell in outside obligation increased the nation's weakness to a decrease in oil 
costs and sowed the seeds of the present emergency. Since the oil prices crashed recently in 2014, 
Venezuela's economy has contracted by more than 33 percent, accelerating the biggest mass migration of 
occupants in South America's advanced history. The individuals who remain face critical conditions: As 
stated by the World Bank, near one-fifth of the populace is malnourished. Newborn child mortality has 
expanded and open security has crumbled. With government consumptions outpacing incomes, 
hyperinflation has grabbed hold. Venezuela today keeps on being in the throes of a profound political 
emergency under the tyrant principle of President Nicolás Maduro. As of fall 2018, the nation is in a quickly 
developing economic and compassionate emergency, set apart by developing shortage of nourishment, 
drug, and essential staples. Regardless of having one of the world's biggest oil holds, Venezuela's oil creation 
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is declining and power and water shortages have gone on for quite a long time in specific regions of the 
nation. Hyperinflation, the result of monumental government botch, has kept on exhausting Venezuelan 
compensations and reserve funds. Notwithstanding falling apart financial and compassionate conditions, 
state-drove restraint of political freedoms and the breakdown of the standard of law have likewise added to 
an enormous movement and outcast emergency. 

Regardless of the emergency, Maduro and his nearest partners have combined power despite an 
isolated domestic opposition that has lost confidence in the likelihood of a constitutional arrangement. 
Political debasement, perpetual deficiencies of nourishment and prescription, joblessness, weakening of 
profitability, dictatorship, human rights infringement, net financial bungle and an exorbitant amount of 
dependence on oil have additionally added to the declining emergency. Truth be told, today, Venezuela just 
delivers about portion of what it was created once a day only 15 years back. Venezuela has reacted to this 
requirement for income by essentially printing more cash – and that has prompted spiralling expansion, with 
the money winding up progressively frail as far as its acquiring influence. Chávez and his beneficiary and heir 
apparent, Nicolás Maduro has each reacted to this spiralling expansion with real cash changes. The main 
change happened in 2008 when Venezuela changed from the standard bolivar to the bolivar fuerte (solid), 
the last being worth 1,000 units of the old money. At that point, in August 2018, Venezuela exchanged 
monetary forms once more, this time supplanting the solid bolivar with the bolivar soberano (sovereign). 
This money is valued more than 1 million of the first bolivars which were still available for use minimal over 
10 years prior. 

Venezuela's economy is based on oil, which represents over 90 percent of the nation's fares. The 
2014 breakdown in oil costs hit Venezuela's economy hard. Venezuela's economic state has diminished by 
35 percent since 2013, a bigger withdrawal than the United States experienced amid the Great Depression 
during the 1930s (Hausmann, 2017). What's more, the emergency is set apart by the expansion, deficiencies 
of purchase products, default on the administration's obligation commitments, and falling apart living 
conditions with critical helpful results. Congress has a well established regard for the U.S.- Venezuela 
relations and remote monetary emergencies that influence U.S. financial interests. The paper likewise looks 
at how the emergency influences U.S. financial premiums, including U.S.- Venezuelan exchange and direct 
speculation, the reasons for hyperinflation, and conceivable future contribution to the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) in the emergency. 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Daniels, (2018) in his article points that Venezuela, buried in monetary and social unrest, is 
attempting to contain a few episodes of irresistible sicknesses, some of which were beforehand long missing 
in the country. Meanwhile, wellbeing authorities over the mainland stress over what number of these 
pestilences can be contained. Kahn, (2017) states Venezuela's monetary and political emergency keeps on 
extending, demanding a developing philanthropic toll and obliterating an economy that was once Latin 
America's most prosperous. When the day comes that a Venezuelan government is set up that is eager to 
work with the West, the IMF should move rapidly to collect a far reaching financing bundle, including 
momentary financing, extraordinary IMF access as a byproduct of complete change and an obligation task. 
Weisbrot & Ray, (2010) affirms that, after almost six years of record monetary development, the Venezuelan 
economy went into retreat in the principal quarter of 2009, contracting by 3.3  percent that year. Bahar, 
Piccone, & Trinkunas, (2018) states that since April 2017, emergency in Venezuela has impressively declined, 
the nation is in a quickly developing financial and compassionate emergency, set apart by developing 
shortage of sustenance, prescription, and fundamental staples. As a last resort, and the emergency slips into 
an out and out common war with local repercussions, the United States, as a major aspect of the gathering 
of the companions, may need to plan for an increasingly vigorous intercession. 

 John, (2018) observes that the Venezuelan monetary emergency has made an immediate effect on 
the relocation designs in Latin America and the Caribbean, both deliberate and automatic. What we observe 
for a situation like this is relocation designs both willful and automatic conceivably changing the racial and 
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ethnic scene of Latin America and the Caribbean. Carvallo & Pagliacci, (2008) states that the interchange 
between influence, house costs and money related flimsiness may rely upon the idea of stuns influencing an 
economy and its arrangement setting. In spite of the fact that the strategy game plan of Venezuela could 
show up at a progressively broad dimension, our discoveries additionally call for looking all the more 
cautiously at the potential impacts of monetary approach and on the foreign exchange volatility. Dungey & 
Gajurel, (2015) point out that, approach creators intend to abstain from banking emergencies, and despite 
the fact that they can to some degree control domestic conditions, universally transmitted emergencies are 
hard to tackle. However, there is more that should be possible by arrangement in recognizing and defusing 
the transmission of nation explicit peculiar stuns that are potential wellsprings of eccentric disease in order 
to decrease the expenses of any ensuing financial emergencies. 

 
OBJECTIVES: 
• To analyse the key indicators and causes leading to the economic vulnerability in Venezuela. 
• To find out the debt and economy rebuilding and re-structuring plan for the future of Venezuela. 
• To explain the root cause for hyperinflation prevalent in the Venezuela economy. 
• To explain the US-Venezuela relationship, the trade partnership and operations of US companies 

operating in Venezuela. 
• To analyse the future economic angle for Venezuela. 
• To find out the conclusion and suggestions learnt from Venezuela’s crisis for emerging market 

economies. 
 

ECONOMIC CRISIS IN VENEZUELA  
Venezuela is blessed with the world’s largest proven reserves of oil in the world, and its economy is 

highly dependent on oil( Chávez and Maduro, 2017 ). It represents over 90 percent of Venezuelan fares and 
oil deals support the administration budget. Following quite a while of financial fumble under President 
Hugo Chávez, Venezuela was not all around prepared to withstand the sharp fall in oil costs in 2014. 
Financial conditions have weakened quickly under President Maduro and have reached a crucial stage, as 
the legislature declared it would look to rebuild its obligation. 

 
ECONOMIC MALEFACTION DURING THE OIL BOOM  

Venezuela profited by the blast in oil costs amid the 2000s. At the point when Hugo Chávez got 
down to business in 1999, oil was $10 a barrel. Oil costs relentlessly ascended over the accompanying quite a 
while, achieving a pinnacle of $133 a barrel in July 2008. President Chávez utilized the oil benefit to spend 
intensely on social projects and grow appropriations for nourishment and vitality. Social spending as an offer 
of GDP ascended from 28 percent to 40 percent somewhere in the range of 2000 and 2013. Chávez acquired 
running spending deficiencies in nine of the years when he was in office (1999-2013).  Generous government 
costs on social projects helped Chávez increase political support and drive down neediness rates in 
Venezuela, from 37 percent in 2005 to 25 percent in 2012. Be that in any case, across the board financial 
blunder had long haul outcomes. Government spending was not coordinated toward venture that could 
have helped increment monetary profitability and decrease its dependence on oil. Confiscations and 
nationalisations debilitated remote venture that could have given the nation expanded aptitude and capital. 
Value controls made market mutilations and smothered the private segment. Monetary development and 
neediness decrease in Venezuela failed behind the remainder of South America. (IMF,2017; McCarthy, 2017; 
Economic Commission for Latin America,2014) 

 
BLOW IN OIL PRICES AND ECONOMIC CRISIS  

At the point when Nicolás Maduro was chosen President in April 2013, he acquired financial 
approaches that were extensively seen as unsustainable and excessively dependent on continues from oil 
trades. When oil costs slammed in 2014, the Maduro government was poorly prepared to relax the hit to the 
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Venezuelan economy. While numerous other significant ware makers utilized the blast to alleviate dangers 
from huge swings in ware costs, the Chávez government made no such adjustment reserve to make 
preparations for a potential future fall in oil costs. The accident in oil costs prompted an acute decline in 
government income and, set off a wide monetary crisis. Venezuela's economy is assessed to have shrunk by 
almost 35 percent somewhere in the range of 2012 and 2017. The fall in oil costs stressed open funds; the 
Maduro government endeavored to address its developing spending deficiency by printing cash, which 
prompted expansion. The government has aspired to control swelling through value controls, despite of the 
fact that these controls have been generally insufficient in confining costs, as provisions have evaporated 
and exchanges have moved to the dark market. Unemployment in Venezuela is conjecture to achieve 26 
percent in 2017, more than triple the dimensions of joblessness in 2012. Venezuela’s imports of goods 
dropped from $62.9 billion in 2013 to $21.4 billion in 2016. Venezuela depends vigorously on imports for 
most customer products, and slices to imports prompted serious deficiencies of nourishment and drug. (US 
Energy Information Administration; IMF,2017, Economic Commission for Latin America,2014; Pirog; Seelke 
,2017) 

 
Table 1: Venezuela’s Economic Crisis: Key Indicators 

 

 
Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, International Financial Statistics, and Direction of Trade Statistics 
Databases, accessed December 18, 2017. 
Notes: 
a. International dollars (adjusted for purchasing power parity) 
b. End of period consumer prices. 
c. Data is for the fourth quarter of 2013 and the third quarter of 2017. 

Indicator Pre-Economic Crisis 
(2013) 

Latest Data (*2016 or 
**2017 Forecasted) 

Percent Change 

Exports of goods  $82.7 billion $27.0 billion* -67 percent 

Imports of goods $62.9 billion $21.4 billion* -66 percent 

GDP, constant prices, 
Venezuela’s na onal 
currency, the bolívar 

62.2 billion bolívares 41.2 billion bolívares** -34 percent 

GDP per capita  $17,980 $11,290** -37 percent 

Inflation,  percent change 
in prices 

57 percent 1,133 percent** 1,888 percent 

Unemployment,  percent 
of population  

7.5 percent 26.4 percent** 252 percent 

Government deficit,  
percent of GDP  

14.1 percent 18.5 percent** 31 percent 

Government reserves $21.5 billion $10.0 billion -53 percent 
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Table 1 depicts the key economic indicators exports, imports, GDP, Government Resreves for the 
Venezuelan economy has significantly deteriorated due to the economic crisis. Economic indicators like 
inflation, unemployment and government deficit as a percent of GDP has shown a significant increase due to 
the crisis showing worsening economic conditions at all fronts. The economy has been plagued by hyper-
inflation that has induced huge flight of capital out of the country. It further worsened country’s official 
reserves, with Gold being sold as a measure of last resort by the government. The Venezuela’s currency 
crashed significantly with its value, reducing to being worthless. The economy has been caught in the vicious 
cycle of stagflation further worsening the economic scenario. The per capita availability of basic necessities 
like food, shelter, drugs, etc. fell which caused mass scale protests and suffering of the common man. 
 
Default and Debt Reestablishment 

Following the theory about if and when Venezuela would default, on November 2, 2017, President 
Maduro declared in a broadcast address that the nation would try to rebuild and renegotiate its 
obligation.Venezuela owes about $64 billion to bondholders, $20 billion to China and Russia, $5 billion to 
multilateral moneylenders, (for example, the Inter-American Development Bank), and several billions to 
shippers and administration organisations in the oil business (Nelson, 2017). Maduro accused U.S. sanctions 
for Venezuela's have to rebuild, contending that U.S. sanctions made it unthinkable for the administration to 
discover new financing. ( Porzecanski et. al. 2017) 

Any comprehensive restructuring of Venezuelan debt is expected to be a long and complex process, 
due to the following factors:  
• The quantity of gatherings included hundreds or even a large number of bondholders who are in the 

beginning times of arranging, just as China and Russia, whose loaning to Venezuela might be driven to a 
limited extent by geopolitical contemplations (Wigglesworth, 2017); 

• The declaration flagged a noteworthy move in strategy and featured the administration's critical 
monetary circumstance; 

• Lack of any financial change plan in Venezuela to go to the rebuilding, for example, an IMF program.  
 
There is the absence of any financial support in Venezuela to go to the rebuilding, for example, an 

IMF program. Despite the fact that China and Russia have both given monetary help to Venezuela, the two 
governments are progressively adopting disparate strategies to Venezuela's mounting financial issues. In 
mid-November, Russia consented to rebuild $3.15 billion owing debtors owed by Venezuela in ideal terms, in 
spite of Russia's own financial weights. This facilitated the financial weights confronting the Venezuelan 
government, and shows the geopolitical noteworthiness of Venezuela to Russia. Conversely, China appears 
to offer need to the financial estimation of its interests in Venezuela over geopolitical concerns. 
Notwithstanding rebuilding obligation owed to Russia, the Venezuelan government is looking for the 
wellsprings of money to keep its funds above      water. 

 
Hyperinflation in Venezuela 

The hyperinflation in Venezuela is one of the branches of the political and financial emergency in the 
nation under the command and authority of Hugo Chávez and has persevered under the administration 
Nicolás Maduro.Venezuela's economy has consistently decayed since the accident of oil costs in 2014 
remaining it unfit to support a communist arrangement of sponsorships and value controls. According to 
IMF, the economy would contract 18 percent in 2018, predictable with its July estimate. What are the 
elements that prompted the tenacious rising costs of fundamental products and enterprises? The reasons 
for hyperinflation in Venezuela spin around reliance on oil creation and exportation and the communist and 
populist financial arrangements of Chávez that both injured the capacity of the nation to deliver 
fundamental wares and along these lines, brought about its over dependence on imports. As of late, the 
yearly swelling rate at customer costs rose a great many rate focuses, while the economy shrunk by about 20 
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percent every year. On account of Venezuela, there was no considerable increment in total interest, there 
was a current interest, however the supply stock ran out, consequently causing interest pull swelling.  

Obviously, another hypothesis called cost-push expansion can likewise give a clarification. In 
Venezuela, the powerlessness to verify imports and the in general financial breakdown expanded generation 
costs, preventing residential creation abilities further. Keep in mind that the Maduro organization expanded 
the cash supply while additionally expanded the base wages as a feature of its endeavor to defend buyer 
spending abilities.  

Because of the subtleties above, in any case, the reasons for hyperinflation in Venezuela include a 
mind boggling arrangement of occasions. As the Venezuelan economy subsided, inflation soars intractably 
until it progressed toward becoming hyperinflation as a result of the transaction of various swelling explicit 
factors, for example, request pull, cost-push, financial, and basically, work in expansions. Figure 1 points out 
cronic hyper inflation in Venezuela during the year 2018-19, with annualised inflation rate as high as 80000% 
percent denoting loss in currency’s value over no time. 

 

 
Source : Graphical Representation 

 
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK  

In October 2017, the IMF projected Venezuela’s economy to shrink by 6 percent in 2018 and 2 
percent in the umcoming year. In December 2017, the Economist Intelligence Unit anticipated that 
Venezuela's economy will decrease by 11.9 percent in 2018, a more critical constriction in monetary 
development than it or the IMF imagined only two months earlier (Economist Intelligence Unit,2017) . 

It is vague how rebuilding and additionally default will affect Venezuela's accounts, to a limited 
extent since it is hazy whether the legislature plans, or will be capable, to keep reimbursing obligations amid 
the arrangements (Wheatley and Wigglesworth, 2017). On the off chance that the legislature suspends 
obligation reimbursements, it could in the present moment divert assets to local targets, which could help 
reinforce residential political help for the Maduro routine. 

 
U.S. Trade with Venezuela and its Impact on Investment 

The blend of low oil costs, Venezuela's declining oil creation, and the general decrease in U.S. oil 
imports has added to a sharp lessening in U.S. exchange with Venezuela. U.S. item fares to Venezuela have 
fallen by 60 percent since 2013, from $13.2 billion to $5.2 billion in 2016. The constriction in U.S.- Venezuela 
exchange is more weighty for Venezuela than the United States. As far as areas, U.S.- Venezuela exchange is 
ruled by oil. Oil represents over 95 percent of U.S. stock imports from Venezuela. Venezuela’s monetary and 
more extensive political emergency, joined with low oil costs, has added to a constriction in U.S.- Venezuela 
exchange, and some major U.S. firms working in Venezuela have left or abridged tasks. Numerous U.S. 
financial specialists hold Venezuelan government and Venezuela’s state-run oil company PDVSA bonds, and 
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U.S. speculators could endure misfortunes and become associated with confounded lawful procedures 
against the Venezuelan government. 

 
Potential Economic Support for Venezuela  

Congress is thinking about utilising non-governmental associations to give philanthropic guide to 
Venezuela, including sustenance and medication, to address its compassionate emergency. Notwithstanding, 
if the Maduro government or another administration in Venezuela takes part in a huge reorientation of 
approach, U.S. policymakers may seek after choices to give more extensive financial help to reconstruct 
Venezuela's economy. Hence, policymakers may investigate how the worldwide network, especially the IMF, 
could give a global money related help bundle. In the event that there is no noteworthy change in 
Venezuelan arrangements, the United States may reexamine its strategic position and possibly seek after 
harsher authorizations against the legislature. 

 
Potential IMF Program  

Venezuela has a dubious association with the IMF; truth be told, for over 10 years, the Venezuelan 
government has not allowed the IMF to participate in routine observation of its economy (IMF, 2004). On 
the off chance a quick thought would be the manner by which to standardize relations between the 
Venezuelan government and the IMF. The United States is the IMF's biggest investor, and would almost 
certainly be a persuasive voice in any arrangements between the IMF and Venezuela.  

There are additionally inquiries concerning how an IMF or worldwide help program would be 
intended to boost its viability. Specifically, there might be inquiries regarding whether it is suitable for assets 
in a global help bundle to be utilized to reimburse Venezuela's loan bosses, including private bondholders as 
well as the Chinese and Russian governments. Some may contend that any IMF reserves are dependent 
upon obligation rebuilding with private as well as official banks .There may also be a debate about the size of 
a potential IMF assistance package for Venezuela. Starter gauges recommend that Venezuela could need 
budgetary support of $30 billion every year, conceivably for a few years. Such financing levels would almost 
certainly expect access to IMF assets over its typical loaning limits, regardless of whether IMF reserves are 
combined with other multilateral and two-sided subsidizing (Rathbone and Donnan, 2017). It isn't certain 
whether a huge IMF program for Venezuela would cause comparative worries about IMF loaning practices, 
or whether there would be expansive help for a considerable program, given the extent of Venezuela's 
emergency and the troublesome compassionate circumstance. 

 
Venezuela’s Future 

The nation is confronting an intricate arrangement of monetary difficulties installed in an 
unpredictable political setting: crumbled yield, swelling, and unsustainable spending shortfalls and obligation 
all plague the nation. The administration's approach reactions, including cost and import controls, dubious 
rebuilding plans, and shortfall spending financed by growing the cash supply (printing cash), have been 
broadly reprimanded as lacking and as intensifying the financial circumstance confronting the nation. On 
account of Venezuela, the Maduro government has no such arrangement set up, nor has it hinted at any 
seeking after such a program. There are not kidding inquiries concerning to what extent the Maduro routine 
can endure, however lately Maduro seems to have progressively merged political control over the 
opposition. Be that as it is, the assents are a twofold edged sword. The sanctions are opposed by a majority 
of the Venezuelan people, and may have boosted support for the Maduro regime (Woody, 2017). 

They likewise confine the capacity of U.S. financial specialists to partake in any rebuilding, and U.S. 
speculators could confront generous misfortunes if the Maduro routine suspends installments. A few experts 
have called for more grounded authorizes on Venezuela to drive an adjustment in the government, yet 
others have forewarned against potential mischief to both the Venezuelan individuals and U.S. monetary 
interests. 
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CONCLUSION 
Venezuela continues to encounter a horrible humanitarian and financial emergency, and President 

Maduro has solidified his hold on power. In the hour of need, universal performers can make a deliberate 
move to address the philanthropic emergency by offering help to nations getting Venezuelan migrants. The 
restriction should issue a post-Maduro plan for administration. Alongside this, the administration needs to 
make a positive speculation atmosphere which will help in the nation's development and rebuilding. This 
won't be useful until approvals and targets have not been composed to get serious about debasement and 
illegal tax avoidance. The administration can likewise adjust for the present tumble off in private venture by 
expanding open investment. Venezuela’s expansion rate is another regularly referenced issue, which is 
commonly revealed as ‘the most astounding in Latin America, anyway swelling throughout the most recent 
three months is running at an annualized rate of 26  percent, and centre swelling has been declining since 
last September. On the off chance that the administration keeps up sufficient dimensions of total interest – 
including a pledge to solid counter-patterned arrangements as fundamental – the Venezuelan economy will 
develop, and the advancement in business, expectations for everyday comforts, destitution decrease, and 
pay fairness that was seen amid the best extension will proceed. Hugo Chavez and his successor Maduro 
failed to build a strong economy for Venezuela, despite having one of the largest oil reserves in the world. 
What made the crisis worse was a high level of intervention by the government in the economy, corruption 
followed by bankruptcy and mishandling of the country’s domestic and foreign reserves. The crisis in 
Venezuela, has taught us the importance of economic freedom. Furthermore, if short-term interests give 
importance at the expense of long-term benefits, this is the result.  

Most importantly, the developing countries and the emerging market economies have significant 
lessons to learn from Venezuela crisis. This paper gives suggestions for developing economies to keep a 
check on corruption while also building a trustworthy, non-interfering and conducive atmosphere by the 
government with effective management of the county’s domestic and foreign reserves keeping in mind the 
long run goals. 
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